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Lecture.
What are they thinking,
means of telling what they want.
Clear between these ideas.
The clear...
The riddle...
The winning...CAPS
The winning of acquisition.
Must organize to express...
Myself...
Gravely...
Organize effort to meet acquisition.
Handle must preclude a minor hue...

...will consider an effort of extent to save itself.
Result—like ambition all a pan...
dust—quality up and down.
Quality naturally to all same
distance and formality & more.
Now peacefully with few little disturbances
with this & pen.

Hunting the efforts to buy cut individual
peace to aspulate as an after-end
new — more uniform — & a demand in
a good thing with a superfluous thing —

fitting men dont jut if they new do
such nonsense — less likely to

suck up taxes cause too small
speed — but may me & dene not nuth	

within need

And very in sundae — will — safely
no eff'r see man like — in accidents
it yo not cancel mal — key

education & a paper — buy safely
2 contain

late away run I may me a year singly
and a rest or write a year

of a reason none employer — & organization —

long see want & quite sure